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“Yesterday was great and I selfishly enjoyed the attention
but at the same time I wished you were all there with me.”
Eddie Pleban carrying the Olympic Torch July 2012.
Eddie had a stroke in 2011 and is a popular member of the Different Strokes Facebook group.
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Different Strokes
Welcome to Newsletter number 49! Please feel free to contact us with
your comments and views, Survivor Stories, Ask The Expert Questions,
Lonely Hearts etc. If you have a book that you’d like to review for us, or
an issue that you’d like us to feature, please get in touch. Our contact
details are on the back cover.
Our 2012 conference is taking place on Saturday 13 October in Birmingham.
Please see page 3 for more details. A booking form has also been enclosed with
the newsletter or you can book online at www.differentstrokes.co.uk/conference.
Thanks as always to our many volunteers. Your help and support is invaluable and
hugely important to us. We really do appreciate everything you do for us from
fundraising, helping with local groups, helping in the office, befriending other members, to
raising awareness of young stroke in the community, etc.
If you’d like to find out about how you can help to raise funds for Different Strokes,
Genise has plenty of ideas and would love to hear from you, so please get in touch! Call
her on 01908 317618 or email genise.turnbull@differentstrokes.co.uk.
If you are interested in getting involved with one of our local groups, please check
our website at www.differentstrokes.co.uk to see what is available in your area. Or
contact Lorraine Ayres at lorraine.ayres@differentstrokes.co.uk or on 01908 317618 or
0845 130 7172 if you are interested in helping to get a new group started.
Competition winners from Newsletter 48: The winner of the Turkey & Tinsel Weekend
for two with the Bond Hotel group was Janice Gill who wanted to win the break for her
son Jamie who had his stroke at a very young age. The winners of the WAM Book
giveaway were Lisa Hoftijzer, Mrs Gittings, Sophie Jenkins and Jennifer Richards.
Olympic Torch Carriers: Congratulations go to Jim Currie, Louise Brown, Jonathan Gill
and Eddie Pleban who will all have carried the Olympic Torch by the time you receive this
newsletter! What a fantastic once in a lifetime achievement - we are proud of you all!
Finally Christmas cards! - A flyer has been included with this issue of the newsletter as
you may have already bought yours by the time you receive the Winter issue! Order
online at www.differentstrokes.co.uk/shop or call 01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172. All
profits are directly used to fund our services and support younger stroke survivors!
Eileen Gambrell
Newsletter Editor
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Different Strokes Conference - 13 October 2012
“Therapies for Body and Mind”

256 Moseley Rd
Birmingham B12 0BS
BOOK NOW!
A booking form has been enclosed with this edition of the newsletter. Please
complete and return it with your payment to the Different Strokes office in order to
secure your place. Alternatively, book online or download a booking form at the
Different Strokes website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk/conference.
The day kicks off at 9:30am with registration and coffee. The
conference will open with The Moira Lister Memorial Lecture in
memory of the actress Moira Lister who died in October 2007 and left a
bequest to Different Strokes. It will provide an overview of the range of
therapies available to younger stroke survivors.
Moira Lister

The day will then consist of a mixture of presentations and interactive sessions with
the opportunity for delegates to try out different activities such as music and art.
Different Strokes members will also talk about their own experiences of using
therapies for body and mind to progress their recovery. The day will close at 4:30pm
after a Question and Answer forum.
Tickets cost £20 for stroke survivors and family members, and £50 for healthcare
workers and others. Refreshments and a buffet lunch are included in the ticket price
and will provide an opportunity for delegates to view the exhibition.
The optional Conference Dinner provides the perfect end to the day. For more
information, contact the Different Strokes office. We hope to see you there!
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Thank you to all our many fundraisers, including ...
Bath Half Marathon
Anthony Tuckwell raised £1760 by running the Bath Half Marathon: “I chose
to raise money for Different Strokes because my family has experienced
first-hand the suffering a stroke can cause after my sister had a stroke aged
16. We know how immensely important good advice, support and
physiotherapy is during recovery. I'm sure the money I have raised will be
put to very good use. I’m grateful to all my sponsors as well as my
employers, Cambridge Econometrics, who made a very generous donation.”

Cycling across Hadrian’s Cycleway ...
Timothy and Andrew Evans recently cycled 174 miles
across Hadrian’s Cycleway to raise funds for us. This
was their second fundraising event in memory of
Timothy’s Gran who died from a stroke, having already
cycled the Coast to Coast ride in May 2011.
Despite headwinds of up to 25 kph, they started the ride on 2nd June after a 5 1/2 hour drive
through bank holiday traffic and completed it on 5th June, in the rain, raising £100s! When
asked if he’d be tempted to do it again, Andrew replied “never again ...”!

Quiz night
Thanks very much to the Reynolds Group who
held a fundraising quiz night for us and raised a
fantastic £821.20. The photo shows Amy Casey,
General Manager, presenting the cheque to Jim
Currie, the coordinator of our London SE
(Bexley) group.

Nursery raises funds in honour of 7 year old Alex
Alex Roantree-Roesch suffered a stroke aged 7 shortly before Christmas. His aunt Barbara
Roesch works at the Children’s House Pre-School in Fareham, and as May was Stroke
Awareness month, the nursery put on several events to raise funds for Different Strokes.
Four year old Freddie King, also did a sponsored swim and swam an impressive 16
widths, raising £100s. Alex’s mum, Angela, said “They’ve all become honorary
events for Alex. It’s just amazing what they’ve done for the charity.”
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Brighton “Summer Starter”
Brighton students Becki Cobb, Amy Morrice and Tash Marley
organised a “Summer Starter” fundraising event as part of their
university course in media. The evening which raised £100s
consisted of an acoustic gig with local bands, a raffle and
barbecue. Co-organiser Becki is recovering from a stroke in 2011
that left her paralysed and knows first hand the support needed to
help people recover and take back control of their lives.
Our office manager, Jodie, commented “It was an excellent evening and a huge success.”

Fundraising Video
The team behind the “Summer Starter” (Becki, Amy and Tash) has also produced a
video to encourage members to fundraise for Different Strokes. It is available to view
on YouTube at www.youtube.com/watch?v=cwCSI-ouEDg

Wellesbourne & District & Shakespeare Lions Clubs
35th Annual Charity Raft Race, sponsored by Jaguar Landrover

New date: Sunday September 16 2012
We are thrilled to have been chosen to benefit from the
35th Annual Charity Raft Race to take place down the
River Avon at Stratford upon Avon. Last year this event
raised almost £16,000 so we have high hopes for 2012!
Please will you help us? All sorts of organisations and
groups enter rafts, from companies to pubs, garages,
groups of friends, sports clubs and more. Most are
Midlands based, but some come from far and wide. If you know someone who might be
interested, we’d love to hear from you. Each crew is asked to raise sponsorship monies.
Finally, come along on the day and have fun – we look forward to seeing you! We’re
planning to have a big presence on the finish field, trying to prevent strokes by telling people
about the risk factors as well as raising funds. If you can help in any way, that would be
wonderful. Bring friends and family for a great, fun day out!
Ring Debbie or Genise on 01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172 or for all the information you
need about the race, go to www.raftrace.org.uk
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“France, it’s not flat like Holland!”
How Andy and Jon cycled from London to
Paris on a tandem bike to raise funds for
Different Strokes ...
Andy Ibbott, stroke survivor, and his physiotherapist, Jon
Graham, undertook a challenging tandem ride from London to
Paris to raise money for Different Strokes. They left London
on 13th June, cycled nearly 90 miles to Dover, hopped on a
ferry, then spent the next three days riding the surprisingly (to
them especially) HILLY route from Calais to Paris. They arrived victorious and exhausted,
having raised an amazing £7,000 for Different Strokes. Here is Andy’s story:

London to Paris 2012
“We saw a feature on the London to Paris bike ride and thought, Wow what a challenge. 12
weeks to get ready? Can I get ready in that short space of time? Can Jon get ready?
My training regime started immediately on my racing bike set up as an “exercise bike” on a
turbo trainer. I started with 20 minutes of cycling, gradually building to 1 to 2 hours daily.
Jon’s task was to sort out the tandem. He actually managed to get hold of two, one from
Charlotte’s Tandems, a charity who loan tandems out to disabled people to see if they enjoy
the experience. The Charlotte’s Tandems bike had comfortable seats and good handlebars.
The second one had a good frame and wheels. We managed to make an excellent tandem
using the seats and handlebars from the first bike and frame and wheels from the second
one. All that remained was for us to find a fair and twisty road to practise on.
The first practise-run started with a small but hilly climb and we managed 16 miles, with only
one fall! The second was 27.5 miles and then finally came our last training ride – 38.8 miles.

Wednesday!
We awoke with excitement in our veins (and not a small amount of caffeine in Jon’s) and
made our way to the meeting point! After a quick briefing, we set off last even though we
were the first to arrive! We travelled only 300 metres and the front tyre went POP! Great!
Luckily one of the pit crew was behind us and quickly sorted out a new tyre. Once we got
going, I was amazed we were still in London as the streets were so quiet. We came across
one of our cycling buddies and his mates. He had a puncture too!
We stopped in a pub, but I ate very little. That was a big mistake. A bit more cycling on an
empty stomach and I felt like jacking it all in. However, a plate of pasta at our next stop and
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I began to feel better. The ferry was not the end of our journey. After a lovely supper on the
ferry, we had to cycle to our hotel in the dark and then find some indigestion tablets!
102 miles down, we hit the sack.

Thursday!
An early morning wake up call, quick breakfast, then straight on our bike. Less traffic but the
same number of hills – we climbed the height of Snowdon! I made sure I ate enough to keep
going. Jon ate loads, too! After some tiring cycling, we had lunch by a fishing lake. By the
time we arrived at our next hotel, Jon had to get a new wheel as the old one was broken. It
can’t have been an easy task in rural France.

Friday!
Wakey wakey! Rise and shine. Jon managed to find us an easier gear along with the new
wheel, I don’t know how, but he did it. I was glad to have it because after a few miles my right
knee was becoming very painful with 50 odd miles of cycling still ahead. The pain became
worse as the day wore on, but I was in good hands with Jon, as he looked after me, and
managed to get the swelling down. However, overnight, the pain became worse. I began to
worry that we might not make it. Fingers crossed.

Saturday!
I’m awake. “Blimey. Ouch.” I looked at my knee. As I realised that
the rest of the journey would really hurt, I began to think about
quitting. But it’s for Charity – how can I quit now? By the time we
reached the next checkpoint, I hobbled off the bike in agony. Jon
was there to help me and to urge me to finish. I’m glad he did. I
have never been happier to see the Eiffel Tower and am very
happy to have completed this long and exhausting journey, not
least because we have raised money for a fantastic Charity!

Sunday!
Most people got drunk last night but I didn’t. I went to bed exhausted. Jon went to bed too – at
about 3am! It has been a challenging experience, but the train ride home was great!
Thanks to everyone who has supported and sponsored us. Big thanks to Matt Dale of Bioness
for all his help en route. We have raised close to £7,000 for Different Strokes. We are still
open for donations: www.bmycharity.com/andyandjon2012
Our next challenge will be the Kielder Forest marathon on 7 th October!”
Our thanks go to Andy and Jon and also to our other London to Paris cycle riders,
Robert Jackson and Kinga Scales. Robert raised £2229 and Kinga raised over £1150.
Congratulations on completing the challenge and raising such fantastic amounts!
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Families and Children
Disabled Children Parents Guides:
Cerebra has produced a guide entitled ‘Disabled Children Parents’
Guide: Social Care, Housing and Health’ for parents of disabled
children who want to know how to get help for their child’s social care,
housing and health needs. It is available from the “Get Information”
section of their website at www.cerebra.org.uk/ or call the Parent
Support helpline on 0800 328 1159.
‘The Disabled Children Parents Guide: Education’ is also available on its website. Guides
on ‘Employment’ and ‘Money Matters’ are due to be published later this year.

Cerebra Grants Scheme for Children Aged 16 or Under
The Cerebra grants scheme no longer has a waiting list (as at July 2012). It funds up to 80%
of the cost of equipment and services not already provided by the NHS or Social Services to
help make life easier and more enjoyable for children with neurological conditions. That might
be by paying for a trike to allow a little girl who can’t ride a standard bike to go on family bike
rides or by funding a touch screen monitor for a little boy who can’t use a mouse so he can do
his homework and play computer games like his friends.
More info at www.cerebra.org.uk/ or call 0800 328 1159 or email grants@cerebra.org.uk

Having a stroke being a parent - by Connect, £7.50
This is a guide for parents who are living with stroke and aphasia. It was
created by the 'Parents Living with Stroke Project’. Parents with stroke,
their families and carers shared their experiences to help others cope
with stroke, aphasia and getting back to life as a family again. For more
info, go to the Publications section on the Connect website at www.ukconnect.org/ or call 020
7367 0840 or email info@ukconnect.org.
Childhood Stroke Support offers parents and family members an
opportunity to share experiences, tips and coping strategies - good if you
need a chat or want to offload any stresses and relieve some of the
pressure. Go to www.childstrokesupport.com or join their Facebook group.
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“My NHS Physiotherapist has discharged me. I feel I can make more
progress with my walking and using my hand. What can I do?”
The good news is stroke survivors can continue to improve their balance,
walking and use of their hand for many years after stroke. Recovery occurs
because the areas of the brain that have not been affected by the stroke are
able to learn to do what the damaged areas used to do. It requires a
Jon Graham
Physiotherapist combination of Physiotherapy, Exercise and Technology in differing doses for
different stroke survivors at different points in their recovery.

After discharge, I recommend seeking an NHS Physiotherapy referral from your GP if
you make an unexpected improvement or feel you are not doing as well as you were.
This allows your Physiotherapist to review your overall health and give exercises to
aid further recovery or get you back on track. Also consider consulting a Private
Neuro-physiotherapist to assist with 1:1 hands-on therapy and prescribing exercises.

Ask the Expert

Physiotherapists have clinical experience of working in hospitals and GP surgeries
and a great deal of knowledge about physical health and medical conditions. Neurophysiotherapists are experienced Physiotherapists who specialise in rehabilitation of
individuals with stroke and other Neurological conditions. They use highly specialist
hands-on therapy techniques to guide the brain to re-learn movement patterns. They
may also adopt a hands-off -approach and use meticulous movement analysis to
design exercises to help stroke survivors re-learn specific components of a complex
movement, e.g. re-learning how to bend your knee before swinging it forwards when
walking, or avoiding hitching up your shoulder when lifting your arm forwards.

Exercise is any repeated physical activity that targets aspects of everyday function
such as strength, endurance and flexibility. As well as helping with stroke recovery,
exercise is good for your heart and lungs. Continue to do those exercises that the
Physiotherapist taught you before discharge. Also Different Strokes now has over
46 exercise classes where you can exercise with others. These are run by qualified Fitness
Instructors or Neuro-physiotherapists. Exercising in a group can be hugely motivating.

Technology can assist with foot-drop (Functional Electrical Stimulation ) or hand-function
(SaeboFlex). Technology can also help with home exercise with specialised computer games
such as Able-X or home-entertainment games such as Wii-Fit Balance Board.
The primary source of knowledge and assistance for your on-going physical recovery
should be your Physiotherapist or Doctor (GP or Consultant). Your Doctor can also
advise you on medication such as Botulinum Toxin or corrective surgery.

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover

Email experts@d
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“I was on Aspirin for 12 years but my consultant has recently
moved me across to Clopidogrel telling me that it has
recommended by NICE and can do the same job. Can you explain
why it is now the drug of choice?”

However, this good data needed to be balanced against the cost of non-generic
Clopidogrel (relatively high) compared to aspirin (relatively cheap). This made the
widespread adoption of this drug in the UK challenging with NHS limited resources.
However, the patent covering Clopidogrel has recently expired resulting in
considerable reduction in its cost as other generic manufacturers start to produce
cheaper versions of the drug. This has led to a greater usage of this drug in recent
times with many patients switching over from aspirin to Clopidogrel or indeed the
latter being used as the first anti-platelet of choice.
"I've been taking Nortriptyline for 10 years to successfully
combat post stroke pain in my arm. Now Amitriptyline seems
to be drug of choice for this. Should I be changing?

Ask the Expert

Clopidogrel is a similar drug to Aspirin, both being known as antiplatelets. Both thin the blood and have been shown to reduce incidence
Pankaj Sharma
of stroke following an initial stroke. However, one side effect of these
Neurologist/
tablets can be an increase risk of bleeding (e.g. in the stomach). In
Stroke Expert
large scale clinical trials Clopidogrel has been shown to cause less
bleeding compared to aspirin with similar (or indeed, slightly better) reduction in
stroke event outcomes.

Nortriptyline belongs to a class of drugs called tricyclic
antidepressants. Sometimes, depending on the way a medicine
works in the body, it can have more than one beneficial use. In this
Wajid Qureshi case an antidepressant is being used to manage nerve pain.
Pharmacist
Tricyclic antidepressants are an old class of drugs but we still don’t
really know how they work in pain control. It is thought they work on certain chemicals
which may also be involved with nerve pain.

Amitryptyline is a medicine of choice for nerve pain and benefits many patients. It is
also a tricyclic antidepressant, and is actually converted to Nortriptyline by the liver.
Because of this, the Amitriptyline may provide pain relief for a longer duration. The
side effect profiles for both medicines are similar. As with pain control, it depends
on individual patients with experience of benefit varying amongst different people. If
you try Amitryptyline but find it isn’t controlling your pain, you can always ask your
GP to change back to Nortriptyline.

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover
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“I am struggling this week with swallowing liquids, I was told
last year when I had my stroke that I may never get my
swallow back and that I will have a Trachy all my life. I proved
them wrong, but still have problems with liquids going down
the wrong way. I was given thickener for my drinks but it was
like wallpaper paste so I stopped using it. Can you give any
advice, are there vocal exercises I can try to improve things?”

Heather Whitehouse
Speech & Language
Dysphagia (swallowing problems) is very common following a
Therapist

I appreciate thickener isn’t very nice so here are some general tips that may be of
use to avoid it being so much like “wallpaper paste!”



Invest in a cocktail shaker- shaking the thickener instead of stirring actually
results in a smoother consistency. Any sealed vessel will do!



When making hot drinks add thickener BEFORE you add your milk. Don’t
leave drinks to stand for a long time as they can get thicker over time.



Seek further advice on exactly how thick your drinks should be.



Ensure you use your thickener once opened - if it has been open and in the
cupboard for months it is unlikely to thicken effectively.



Emphasise your goal of getting back to normal fluids safely to your therapist
and ask about direct exercises you could do to improve swallow function.
The therapist may feel they are not appropriate but do ask.

Ask the Expert

stroke. Types of difficulties and how quickly these resolve vary
depending on two main things; where your stroke was and how severe it was. It’s
important to follow the advice of the therapist who recommended thickener.
Basically, when liquids ‘go down the wrong way’, it means they are going down the
trachea (windpipe) and possibly entering the lungs. This is called “aspiration” and
can cause nasty chest infections or at worst, pneumonia.

Don’t give up hope, you’re only one year post stroke and there is still scope for
recovery with your swallow function. Have regular reviews to check if your swallow
is better and to determine if you can have drinks without the thickener.
Please note that while our panel endeavours to give the best advice based on
info provided, it is always advisable to have a face-to-face consultation with a
practitioner about any health issue that concerns you. Comments expressed are
general in nature and are not intended to provide specific advice.

Email experts@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the back cover
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Lida Litras – Active living with ActiGait®

Advertising Feature

In January 1998, Lida Litras, then 33 years old and single mother of
two, suffered a devastating stroke. After five months in hospital,
Lida returned home. But with a drop foot and unable to walk
unaided, she found it difficult to get used to her new life. ‘I was fitted
with a really big foot brace, so I had to wear a boot two sizes bigger
than my normal shoes’ she recalls. Lida was forced to give up her
property lawyer job, and her parents, who had emigrated, returned
to help look after her children.
A persistent drop foot after stroke affects mobility and can be a
daily burden. Treatment options are primarily physiotherapy and
ankle-foot orthosis. An alternative treatment is Functional Electrical
Stimulation (FES). Surface electrodes are applied daily just below
the knee, and a stimulator, worn at the waist or around the leg, is
usually controlled by a heel switch in the shoe of the affected limb.
Stimulation, resulting in foot lift, is activated when the patient lifts
the heel to take a step. Commenting on the stimulator she was
fitted with in 2004, Lida says ‘It was much better than the foot
brace. I put it on and it meant I didn’t have to constantly think about
lifting my foot.’
Technical limitations with FES are associated with surface electrodes and concern the lack
of selectivity and consistency of muscle recruitment, as well as pain, skin and tissue irritation
associated with the passage of current through the skin. Practical problems, for example
difficulty in locating the electrodes, are common reasons for discontinuing with FES. Lida
says ‘the wires kept coming undone and I kept breaking electrodes. The device also caused
a painful feeling in my leg when I walked. If I did a lot of walking I’d have to take it off’. She
also developed a skin reaction from having the electrodes on her leg for such a long time.
Then, in Dec 2011, Lida was invited to trial the ActiGait® FES implant. ‘I was so excited, it
was the answer I’d been waiting for,’ she says. After having the implant surgically inserted
into her thigh, Lida says ‘I couldn’t believe how brilliantly it worked. At home it took about
three seconds to switch on, and it stayed working well every day. Since then I can walk
effortlessly with no pain whatsoever, it’s a million times better than anything I’ve had before.’
Lida has recently started a new job. She says: ‘I’m not back to how I was before, but that’s
never going to happen, so at least I’m back to as close as I can be to that and I couldn’t
really ask for more.’

For more information on ActiGait® and Ottobock’s range of innovative solutions
that restore mobility please visit www.dropfoot.co.uk or www.ottobock.co.uk.
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My personal experience of the benefits system ...
“Up until September 2010, I was a higher-rate tax payer and home owner.
Following the death of my partner in 2007, I was a single parent and ran my
own consulting business. Then, on 13 September, I had a brain haemorrhage
which caused a severe stroke, leaving me cognitively and visually impaired,
incontinent and totally paralysed on my left side. I was 50 years old with 4
children, my youngest aged just 12 years.
I spent 3 months in hospital receiving intensive physiotherapy. These days I walk slowly with
a foot splint and a walking stick. I still have a tendency to fall as my balance isn’t great. My left
arm remains paralysed and I have some cognitive difficulties with memory and attention. I
have a carer for 14 hours a week. I haven’t been able to work and am now wholly dependent
on various benefits. Being on the receiving end of the benefits system has been an eyeopener and I can honestly say the most demeaning and soul destroying experience of my life.
After the stroke, no one ever expected me to recover, let alone walk again, so 2011
should have been such a positive year, one of celebration. Yet all the joy of being alive
and recovering as much as I have has been removed by the sheer hard slog of
negotiating my way through the adult social care and welfare benefits systems.
A friend completed a benefit application on my behalf for Employment
and Support Allowance (ESA). I was later appointed a hospital social
worker who completed future applications. Each form took two
sessions, each lasting over two hours - I couldn’t have completed the
applications on my own and after both sessions I was exhausted.
The day after my hospital discharge in December, I logged onto my online bank accounts and
found the last benefit had been paid into my account in mid-November. I began the first of
many telephone calls to the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP). No matter what time
of day, phone calls were never answered promptly, I frequently spent 20 minutes on hold.
Hour-long calls were the norm. Just making one or two phone calls a day took up so much
time and effort. It was so exhausting and draining. I was politely informed my benefit had
stopped as my medical certificate had expired. I was confused. The woman on the other
end seemed impatient and seemed to imply I knew I should be submitting medical
certificates every six weeks. It felt like she thought I was ‘trying it on’.
A supervisor arranged payment of monies from mid-November to 17 December on the basis I
was still in hospital, but I wouldn’t receive more payments until a medical certificate was
received. It was 4 days before Christmas. Fortunately, the hospital provided a certificate and
a friend delivered it to the local Jobcentre Plus. I thought that would be the end of the hassle.
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My personal experience of the benefits system ...
At the end of January, the two-weekly ESA benefit was not paid and I was left with no money.
More phone calls. I received an appointment to attend my ATOS Healthcare Work Capability
Assessment (WCA) on 10 February 2011. I contacted ATOS to explain my condition and that I
couldn’t get to the appointment as I couldn’t leave the house on my own. Innocently I didn’t
give the matter another thought, but then received a letter accusing me of failing to attend my
WCA and informing me I was deemed fit for work and placed in the work-related activity group.
I was outraged, bewildered and confused. I had carers to get me up, wash and dress me
each morning; I couldn’t walk without a foot splint or quad stick. I needed a Lifeline as I
was at risk of falling, my shoulder was strapped and my left arm remained paralysed. I
was receiving physio, I couldn’t leave the house alone, yet I was deemed fit for work.
On 4 April 2011, two DWP advisers conducted my “Back to Work”
interview and informed me I’d have to attend at least 5 support
sessions, such as helping me to write a CV, interview practice and
identifying my training needs. Training was limited to NVQ level 2 (prestroke, I had begun a PhD). I could do “Permitted Work” up to 16
hours per week, but receive no more than £95. My benefits would be
reduced or stopped if I didn’t attend sessions or give evidence of job
hunting. It began to feel incredibly scary. I couldn’t look after myself but did the DWP really
consider me ‘fit for work’?
In desperation, I contacted my local MP who contacted ATOS and DWP. The local welfare
rights team also supported me in submitting an appeal. I was in complete despair, worried sick
my benefits would stop and I’d be forced into work when I could least cope. My stroke was
caused by high blood pressure so the last thing I needed was this stress. On 6 May 2011, I
was notified my appeal had been successful and I was moved into the support group, i.e. not
expected to look for work. My relief was immense and I was able to focus on my recovery.
Subsequently I received compensation from DWP – a grand total of £25.00 and a further £1.92
in respect to the one phone call they could identify I’d made in direct connection to my benefit.
Unexpectedly, I also received a written apology from ATOS Healthcare in August 2011 which
acknowledged that in January 2011 ‘there had been sufficient evidence available to consider
that a recommendation of placement in the support group should be seriously considered’.

My complaint ‘will remain on file for future reference’. Big deal. How many others have
been so poorly treated? There was no mention of how ATOS will learn from mistakes
made in my case to improve future service and ensure no one else goes through such
stress and distress.
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My personal experience of the benefits system ... (cont. from p 17)
One year on my challenges are now how to live. The benefits are
more than an 82 % reduction in my former income. I’ve reduced my
outgoings to just utilities, household insurance, mobile phone, internet
and TV. After these, I have little left to buy food or anything else.
There is no ‘spare’ money for spontaneity or for emergencies.
My mortgage was taken out when I was working. Now the benefits
cover only 1/4 of the monthly amount. Arrears grow each month and I’m at risk of
repossession. The week before Christmas 2011 my boiler broke. We had no heating for 3
weeks until a friend paid the £150 repair bill. I’ve no idea if I’ll ever be able to repay him and
I worry about how I’d cope with other emergencies.
As to work, though no longer expected to actively seek work, I believe I could still provide a
valuable contribution using my skills and experience, although my stamina remains low and
my mobility poor. Yet DWP does not provide ways for me to have a period of transition; to
gradually build up work as my health improves. The only support offered is for low-level,
low-skilled and low-paid work. Benefit regulations state I can do voluntary work, but no more
than 16 hours a week, or earn up to £97.50 per week with no restrictions to my benefit.
The welfare system needs reform, but this needs to be a
radical overhaul, starting with a change in attitude at the very
top. Of course the system needs tightening to prevent abuses
and frauds, but current proposals are predicated on the fact
that everyone is out to defraud. Though ATOS and DWP deny
this, the approach by DWP and ATOS seems to me to be that everyone is trying to fiddle,
cheat or scrounge, unless proved otherwise.
The reality is that our society’s most vulnerable are struggling to survive and are treated
with little respect by the system ... A society can be judged by the way it treats its
children, elderly and vulnerable. On this test, the UK fails.”
Jan Morgan
A full-length version of Jan’s article appears in the Centre for Economic and Social Inclusion's spring
edition of Working Brief at www.cesi.org.uk/working-brief.

If you need help with benefits entitlements, applications and appeals,
contact your local Citizens Advice Bureau. Help is also available from
your local DIAL at www.scope.org.uk/services/local-groups/dial-uk. Or
go to the Benefits & Work website at www.benefitsandwork.co.uk/.

and appeals,
available from
ups/dial-uk. Or
k.co.uk/.
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Over 95% of the money from each £2 ticket you buy will come directly to
Different Strokes and help us to support younger stroke survivors.
Buy tickets here:

www.smallcharitycardraw.co.uk/tickets.php?id=strokes



or from the link on the www.differentstrokes.co.uk homepage



call Genise at the office on 0845 1307172 or 01908 317618



email genise.turnbull@differentstrokes.co.uk
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Is a specialist Counselling
Service in the Derby area for
people with speech and
communication difficulties
following stroke
A stroke often happens out of the blue, without warning, causing traumatic disruption for the
survivor and family. Losses range from mobility, speech, change of role, personal and social
relationships and sense of self and identity.
A communication difficulty, such as aphasia, dysarthria and dyspraxia can impact on:



Participation and opportunity to connect with others



Self-esteem, self-worth and confidence



Self-identity



Mood: Feelings of anxiety and depression

Counselling is often called the ‘talking cure’ yet for people
with speech and communication difficulties, a more creative way of engaging is needed.
Combining specialist skills of speech and language
therapy with counselling knowledge, this service
addresses and overcomes communication barriers
using verbal, nonverbal and creative methods.
Exploring accessible channels of communication
to unlock emotions and open new ways of relating
such as writing, drawing, gestures, facial
expressions, art, music, drumming and poetry.
Breaking through’ is a safe and supportive space to:



Feel heard and understood



Be yourself, without judgement or criticism



Share worries and find ways of resolving difficulties



Make sense of loss and disability



Gain confidence



Improve relationships



Explore options for the future

Contact: Barbara Wilkinson
www.btwy.co.uk info@btwy.co.uk tel: 07947 105392
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Would you consider receiving your newsletter by email?
The singer, James Blunt, has a song lyric pertinent to our Newsletter subscriber
list: “Where are you now?” Do we still have your current contact details?
We are trying to reduce the costs of providing this Newsletter and one way
is to send it by email rather than by printed copy.
So we asked those on our mailing list who were receiving a Newsletter by post but had given
us an email address if they’d be happy to swap to the email list. A large number agreed to
change saying it was actually easier to read, saved forests or was easier to forward to friends in
electronic form; some were just keen to help. Whilst too many to thank individually, we were
delighted with both the responses to our request and also all the complimentary things said
about the Newsletter.
However, many emails ‘bounced’ back as the email address is no longer in use. Whilst we still
have, and are using, your postal address, you might be happy for us to send a Newsletter to a
valid email address instead … Whatever that may be now.
We’re now keen to ask as many of you who haven’t previously given us an email address to
consider the electronic version instead of the postal one.
So ‘Bluntly’ put:



Please tell us of any change of postal and/or email address



Please consider changing the way you receive the Newsletter to an email version



It’s more likely to survive a move of household



It’s easier to pass the electronic version among friends and family



It saves Different Strokes over £2 per person per year

If you’d like to receive the Newsletter by email in future, email
newsletter@differentstrokes.co.uk or phone us on our 0845 130 7172 or 01908 317618.
Your full name and postcode will help us make the change. Your personal information is not
sold or passed on to anyone else.
Peter Ort, Different Strokes Office Volunteer
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“Rehab Crew”
– a new social media network for the 21st century to
support younger people who have had a stroke
What is “Rehab Crew”?
Through social media, Rehab Crew aims to provide a peer to peer online
forum for stroke survivors, family members and healthcare
professionals; to raise awareness of stroke in younger people; and to
pressure for change.



Using social media, Rehab Crew will be a mobile and web-based
community where like-minded individuals who do not want to be treated
as lost causes, victims or patients; want to put effort into their recovery
and want to recover, can share experiences and crucially have peer
support and mentoring from others who have recovered from stroke.



Medical staff and therapists can share good practice, latest ideas, offer
informal peer support and offer suggestions that individuals can discuss
with their own therapists.



Producers can advertise products and services.



Families and friends can share frustrations, despair and hopes with others facing
similar challenges in a non-threatening informal forum.

Rehab Crew is the brainchild of Jonathan, Rob and Jan who have each had a stroke:
Jonathan in 2005, Rob in the Summer of 2010 and Jan in September 2010. Rob and Jan
are still working on their recovery and after huge amounts of effort, Jonathan is fully
recovered, though it took about 3 years post stroke before he felt his life was “normal”
again. Jonathan would have loved to have had the peer support that Rehab Crew will offer
and has provided mentoring and support as well as being an inspiration to both Rob and
Jan over the months since their strokes.
Please give your feedback and help us to shape the service to meet your needs. Go to
www.surveymonkey.com/s/TPGVC to complete a short survey.

Contact Jan at Janmor2010@gmail.com
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Advertisement

Lonely Hearts
“Dear Lonely Hearts ...
Link 108

Inge, 41, Male. Likes driving, pub meals, holidays and films. Would like to
meet lady similar age for friendship, fun and maybe more. Downside is I had a
stroke 5 years ago but am recovering.
Please see my story (Inge Jacobs stroke at 35) on the Different Strokes website
at www.differentstrokes.co.uk.
If you’d like to make contact, please email links@differentstrokes.co.uk putting code 108 in the
subject bar, or write to: Link Code 108, Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett Court,
Wolverton Mill, Milton Keynes MK12 5NF.
If you wish to place your own advertisement, please contact Genise on 0845 130 7172 or at
genise.turnbull@differentstrokes.co.uk. Placing an advert costs £10.
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“Meet Our Volunteer”: Vijay Rai
Different Strokes West London (Hounslow)
“In September 2010, I started the West London Exercise Class
for stroke survivors in Hounslow. We meet weekly on Saturdays
for exercise, alternative therapies, good company, and lots of fun
and laughter. There is no charge for the group - members just
need to be able to get there, that’s all. The rest is all provided by
volunteers. It’s always free - no money is involved.
It started when I applied for a job as a stroke coordinator and didn’t get it but was asked if I’d
be interested in running a voluntary exercise class. My father had his first stroke in 2008 and
I saw this as an opportunity to give something back: to provide the help and support for
stroke patients that hadn’t been around when we needed it. It’s not about recognition or
reward, but just giving my time with no expectation, because for me, it’s the right thing to do.
There were 20 people at our initial introductory meeting, now there are 15 regulars and we
have a 2nd class on Wednesdays. We are very multicultural, each person unique!
I believe in yoga exercises, and that’s where we started. I asked the group what they
wanted, and they said aromatherapy, health checks – and volunteers came forward to
provide these. I have a trainee GP doing blood pressure checks. Now a typical group
meeting starts with yoga and light exercises for an hour, followed by a choice of 3 to 4 items
- either Zumba, aromatherapy, reflexology, Reiki, acupressure or physiotherapy. Information
is available about strokes, support for carers, emotional support and benefits. We also have
different speakers.
Social gathering is also important. It provides an invaluable support network for members to
talk about personal matters, share advice and tips, and be with people who understand.
Here are some comments about what others have got out of the classes:
“It is a good venue to meet people in a similar situation. The exercises are very
useful, I look forward to coming every week. ... Zumba is strenuous, but helpful. Keep
up the good work!”
“I had a Subarachnoid Haemorrhage in 2009. It affected my memory and I lost
confidence in everything, even not going outside for a year. Even after Rehab I
wasn’t feeling better. I started to go to Different Strokes where they do yoga. Since
I’ve been going, I’ve regained 80% of my confidence, I go out and travel on public
transport and do day to day activities.”
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Another member now feels confident
to travel on the bus by herself. Other
members have lost weight. Movement
has increased, activities have become
easier. A sense of happiness and
wellbeing has been generated.
The whole experience has shown me and continues to show me - that you
don’t need money to make people
happy. You need love, compassion,
and you need to smile and give your
most valuable asset – your TIME.”
By Vijay Rai

Different Strokes West London (Hounslow)

Thank you to Vijay for sharing her experiences of volunteering with us. If you’d like
to find out more about volunteering opportunities call us at the office on 01908
317618 or 0845 130 7172 or email volunteering@differentstrokes.co.uk.

Advertisement
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News from the Regional Groups
Different Strokes Milton Keynes pays tribute to
Sandra Harrison-Moore, RIP
“We have been asked to reflect on the life of a close colleague whose
contribution to stroke services and with stroke patients and their families
in Milton Keynes was exceptional. Sandra Harrison-Moore, the Stroke
Clinical Specialist for Milton Keynes Community Health Services, died on
28th April. She was 37.
As a hobby Sandra raced her classic Caterham sports car regularly with her husband, Simon,
and competed in events across the country. She lost control of her car during a time-trial event
at Goodwood in West Sussex and crashed into the tyre wall. Sandra was airlifted to hospital
with head injuries, but died that night.
Sandra was a valued colleague and friend to many. She worked in Milton Keynes for 11 years
and was an exceptional clinician with a great personality. For the last 4 years she was a stroke
clinical specialist, well known across the health and social care system in Milton Keynes and
South Central Region for leading best practice and supporting patients and carers.
Sandra played a key role in the establishment of the Milton Keynes Stroke user involvement
group, the pilot of the Community Stroke Review Tool project for the Network. She ran
several Stroke Awareness weeks for the general public each May and developed the wellregarded local Stroke Guide. She also had more than 200 people on her active case load and
supported many local groups for people affected by stroke.
All who worked with her or were supported by her after a stroke will miss her enormously.”
Alan Parsons, Different Strokes Milton Keynes

Vizeum raises funds for Different Strokes Central London
“Tough Mudder is a hazardous activity that presents
the ultimate physical and mental test for participants,
however Vizeum always like a challenge and so it
seemed like the perfect event to sign up to.
After a great start to the year with the Central London
Different Strokes group, Tough Mudder came at an
ideal time to boost our relationship and provide some
extra support to the organisation at the start of the Great British Summer.”
Hannah McWilliam, Vizeum
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News from the Regional Groups
Different Strokes Glasgow Benefits From Generous Donation
Different Strokes Glasgow would like to thank new member Alex
Fleming for his generous donation of £1000 towards the running of
the group. Alex, seen here presenting the cheque to Kathleen and
Jack Molloy, is a stroke survivor himself and has made a good
recovery. He runs a small business (Anthony Plastics Ltd).

Different Strokes North Norfolk Swimathon
A 12 hour swimathon took place in May at Kelling Heath Holiday
Park and raised over £500 for the North Norfolk group. Chairman
Doug Hoy was among those to take part, completing 80 lengths in
half an hour. Others to take the plunge between 7am and 7pm
included staff from the holiday park, volunteers from the group and
its supporters.

Different Strokes Bristol Sponsored Walk
“One of our carers Jenny Fry successfully did a sponsored
walk to Weston Super Mare along with 3 others and raised
£1005 for our group. We have purchased a new exercise
bike for the Wednesday session in the gym at Bristol which
will benefit our members.”
Geri Lambert, Different Strokes Bristol

Volunteering for Different Strokes is interesting, rewarding and fulfilling and
you never know where it might lead. Volunteer Coordinators get involved
with all sorts of activities related to the group as well as working with other
organisations to promote better health and social care provision for stroke.
If you have a few hours per week to spare and are interested, why not
make contact so we can discuss how to set up a Different Strokes exercise
and support group in your area.
Contact me at lorraine.ayres@differentstrokes.co.uk or call 01908 317618
or 0845 130 7172.

Lorraine Ayres
Group Development
Manager
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How NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) is working for me ...
I have just started NLP at my Occupational Health department and
wanted to share my experiences in case anyone else may be
considering this therapy.
I had my stroke in 1995, aged 14, and while I received lots of
physio and speech therapies at the time, I never really had any
support with the psychological and emotional aspects of the stroke,
such as the fear and frustration of suddenly having to learn my basic life skills from scratch.
Although I’ve come a long way since my stroke, I still struggle with my confidence when
dealing with assertive people. Also I keep making silly “common sense” mistakes, usually
without realising; keeping the yoghurt pot and throwing away the spoon, that sort of thing.
My situation deteriorated a couple of years ago due to increased pressures at home and
work, and as a result, my confidence problems became worse. I developed muscle twitches
in my eye and sometimes my hands started shaking. I realised I couldn’t go on like that,
and asked my managers at work for help. They arranged for me to see an Occupational
Health specialist, who suggested NLP therapy. I finally started my sessions earlier this year.
NLP is basically a way of retraining my brain to act and react differently to certain situations.
During the sessions we discuss how I can take control of my actions and emotions, creating
space in my mind to clearly and calmly process information instead of getting in a muddle.
Instead of training my brain not to make mistakes, she suggested it was actually ok to mess
up; and as soon as I detached the shame and anxiety associated with these mistakes, I
found I was doing them less. She also tried techniques to improve my confidence and selfesteem, like discussing who I am as a person and how valuable I am to other people. I
have exercises to do, telling myself in the mirror that “I have the confidence and courage to
be more mindful and be who I want to be” every morning. The use of the present tense is
deliberate – it trains my brain to believe those words already describe who I am.
Although I am still going through the treatment, I feel a lot better with myself - calmer, braver
and more mindful about what I am doing. Soon I hope to have the confidence to stand up to
the challenging people in my life, to ask for what I want and to be more focussed and happy.
I have no hesitation in recommending NLP to other survivors who may be struggling in their
day to day lives, to help them feel more at ease to deal with the challenges life presents.
by Mark Tolley

“Four Minute Warning” is Mark’s novel based on his experiences of
suffering a brain haemorrhage at 14. Go to http://tinyurl.com/mtolley
ISBN: 978-1471687136
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Book review
Gonna Fly Now!
Locked-in Laughter Unleashed:
Funny Tales from a Stroke Survivor

by Kate Allatt
“This is the true story of Kate Allatt who suffered a stroke with Locked-in
Syndrome in 2010 yet defied her prognosis of death or at best a life time
wasting away in a nursing home and instead has become an inspiration to many due, in
part, to her miraculous recovery against the odds and in just two years. Kate is not only
walking and talking again, she has also set up a charity and is back entering gruelling
running races to battle inner demons and show the medical community what can be
achieved through personal resilience and positive attitude.
This is Kate’s second book and is easily read on its own because she neatly brings the
reader up to date in the ‘Double take’ chapter at the beginning to explain her history and
sets the context for the rest of her story. Nevertheless, I would still recommend you read the
first book – ‘Running Free’ to get the deeper insight.
Her story will resonate with all those affected by stroke, with its candid insights and
refreshingly frank view as to the true horror and impact stroke has during the first hours,
days and weeks. Kate’s incredible stroke journey is poignant and full of gritty realism and
yet it is the human spirit and willingness to survive that really shines through – all laced with
a wicked sense of humour throughout!
Gonna Fly Now! underlines the pivotal role of a support network – whether family, friends or
rehabilitation resources within the community. We (stroke survivors and those closest to us)
cannot and should not underestimate the profound and positive effect of a ‘can do’ attitude
on our future lives; Kate is living proof of what can be achieved.
The rawness of Kate’s (stroke) journey together with the mental and physical scars she still
bears slice through the narrative like a spear to the heart, but it is only with these wounds
that the author is able to lay bare a truly in-depth, honest and inspiring story – go and buy
your copy as soon as you can, you won’t be disappointed!”
Review by John Kelly (stroke survivor)
Published by Kate Allatt 2012, £7.99 - ISBN: 978-0957136809
Also available as an e-book from Amazon Kindle, ITunes and other stockists, go to
http://kateallatt.com/kate-allatt-books.html for more info.
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My story and how using the AlterG® Anti-Gravity Treadmill
is helping my recovery
By Sue Sandars
“At 2.30 am on the 14th July 2010 my life changed,
completely out of the blue as the stroke hit. My
husband, Nik, started ringing 999. I looked up and heard
him say ‘I think she’s had a stroke’ he did the FAST test.
I was like “OMG me having a stroke - I can’t be. I’m only
48, old people have strokes - not me, not at my age.”
A first responder came. He called round the local
hospitals: Worcester, Gloucester, Cheltenham and the
John Radcliffe at Oxford to ascertain who did
thrombolysis 24/7. Thankfully the John Radcliffe in
Oxford does, the paramedics arrived and off we went
straight to A&E at Oxford.
I spent 2 weeks in the stroke ward at the John Radcliffe and was well looked after. I started
my rehab and physio: sitting, standing, reaching for cones, cognitive tests. On 30th July, my
third wedding anniversary, I was transferred to Cheltenham. I spent 16 weeks in
Cheltenham from July to November and through laughter and tears I had a great time, if you
can in hospital. Nik got to hear of a neurological rehab
centre called the Oxford Centre for Enablement (OCE), he
contacted them, had a look round it, and we got a referral
from my consultant to go there.
On 11th Jan 2011, I went into the OCE. It is a fantastic
centre, I did 90 minutes of physio and 45 minutes of OT a
day. I also did hydrotherapy and used the normal sort of
hoisted treadmill. I spent 10 weeks there.
To continue the exercise regime I had at OCE we looked for
a personal trainer who had stroke experience and we found
Dan Fivey in Cheltenham. Dan’s wife Helen is a physio so
Sue’s favourite quotation:
“Pain is temporary. It may last a minute, or an hour, or a day, or a year, but eventually it
will subside and something else will take its place. If I quit, however, it lasts forever.”
Lance Armstrong
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Dan has a good working knowledge of stroke and
I felt reassured that he knew what I was talking
about and experiencing. I now see Dan for an
hour a week and I have been using the AlterG®
Treadmill since April 2011. It has improved my
stamina and strength immensely. We used the
internet to find out what funding assistance was
available to help with my continued recovery and
found the Frederick Allen Convalescent Trust
(FACT). I applied as an individual and received
£600.00. I realised that determination and setting
goals will help you get through this.
Using the AlterG® Anti-Gravity Treadmill is
Sue using the AlterG® Anti-Gravity Treadmill
fantastic as it supports my own body weight and
with Dan Fivey, her personal trainer, at his gym
in doing so has allowed me to gain strength and
confidence in my own body. It has given me the
ability to walk better and reach a good level of fitness.
The AlterG® has given me the chance to get a certain level of life I had before my stroke, I
am only just 50 and I’m not ready to retire yet! I started walking at 0.5 Miles for about 5
minutes and that is improving every time I go to the gym.
I don't want to retire as my GP suggested, as I feel I have 20 years ahead of me (work wise). I
will continue to use the treadmill as I firmly believe you have to have goals and my goal is
that one day I would like to run!”

For more info on the AlterG® Anti-Gravity Treadmill, including a list of locations
around the UK, go to www.alter-g.com. For info about the training programme that Sue
is undertaking, go to www.danfiveypersonaltraining.co.uk.

Share experiences, recovery tips and coping strategies, and make
friendships via the Different Strokes group on Facebook or via the
message board at our website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk.
You can also tweet us at @diffstrokes!
Or call the Stroke Line Mon to Fri from 9am to 5pm on 0845 130 7172.
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Different Strokes was established in 1996 by younger stroke survivors for younger
stroke survivors.
Different Strokes aims to enable younger stroke survivors to optimise their physical
and psychological recovery, take control of their own lives, regain as much
independence as possible and move on to live a full, active and fulfilled life.
Contact us:
Different Strokes, 9 Canon Harnett Court, Wolverton Mill,
Milton Keynes MK12 5NF
01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172
info@differentstrokes.co.uk

Website: www.differentstrokes.co.uk—visit our message board to make contact
with other members, offer advice and share tips and strategies for coping and
maximising recovery. Also visit the website to download copies of our info pack
Go to www.facebook.com/groups/differentstrokesuk/ to make online
friends and share experiences
Follow Different Strokes on Twitter at @diffstrokes
Exercise Classes: to find your nearest Different Strokes exercise class please
contact us or visit www.differentstrokes.co.uk and see Exercise Groups
If you’re feeling adventurous and would like to find out more
about events and challenges to raise funds for Different
Strokes, please contact me.
The next London to Paris Cycle (see pages 6 to 7) takes
place in June 2013 but there is also a Sahara Trek in March
2013 and an Iceland Trek in July 2013. Or you could try
something closer to home!

Genise Turnbull
Fundraising

Email genise.turnbull@differentstrokes.co.uk or call 01908 317618 or 0845 130 7172

